Web Developer, C++, SQL, C#, .Net, JAVA, HTML
A great opportunity has arisen for a Web Developer to work in one of the most
beautiful parts of the country, with rolling hills and a world renowned coast, and good
opportunities to enhance your own training and development. If you’re looking for a
break from the city or away from the treadmill of an agency then this could be right up
your street.
This is a new position for an in-house developer in a strongly web-focussed company. As
part of the Information Systems team you will lead the way in the dynamic and exciting
development for our main website (and some smaller projects).
Although bug fixing will be part of the role, the main role is taking the exciting (but
grounded in reality) ideas we have for the site and using your magic to turn them into
reality.
Rest assured this isn’t a simple maintenance role, the unique and original projects
already discussed will provide real challenges to the right candidate. Although you will be
the primary developer we envisage times when you will also be working as part of a
team using third party agencies and contractors to complete the larger or time critical
projects.
Running primarily on Microsoft technologies (.Net, C#, MS SQL) with a bit of the usual
standard web technologies (javascript, jQuery, HTML5, CSS3) should not be an issue
for you. However it would be even better if you are a certified Sitecore Developer as that
is our underlying CMS. If you are not but your .Net skills are top notch and you have the
desire to achieve it then we can arrange for your training to achieve it.
Bluestone National Park Resort is a highly respected premium holiday resort nestled in
the middle of the Pembrokeshire countryside. Our guests love us, reflected in industry
leading net promoter scores and we are a young enough company to still be extremely
dynamic and rapidly evolving.
Desired Skills and Experience
Essential qualities:











Very experienced .Net (C#) developer with a good portfolio of previous work
similar in standard and complexity to the Bluestone main site
Experienced developing with Visual Studio and TFS with source control
Experienced in CSS3 with a good understanding of their use in contemporary
design
Knowledge of basic SQL and SQL Server and interfacing to a website
Strong javascript knowledge, especially using jQuery libraries
Strong HTML5 knowledge
Good knowledge and demonstrable ability to use web services to communicate
with external systems
Good knowledge of "mobile first" and responsive design
Great troubleshooting ability and can show logical thinking and problem solving
"outside the box"
Has security at the forefront of all coding choices






You can think about business requirements rather than blindly following a brief
Ability to think clearly and calmly when faced with issues or problems.
Ability to cope well with the demands of a rapidly growing company.
Proven ability to work to stringent deadlines.

Highly Desirable qualities:











Strong Sitecore (v6+) programming experience
Current Sitecore Developer qualification
A sound ability to provide accurate timescales
A good understand of UX and ability to program a great UX based upon
contemporary thinking
Cross browser compatibility programming
A good eye for style and design
Understanding of Agile or RAD project methods
Understanding of PCI compliance
Wordpress & Sharepoint knowledge may prove useful for some other projects
Exposure to App (Android/iOS) development experience would prove beneficial

